
specific sentences, nor for specific words, and I have never exchanged so many original 
source materials with an editor to hash out an exact accounting of events. Nor have I ever 
had such detailed research assistance. So kudos to Red Letter Press for allowing me to 
document the ferocious struggles and acrimony, the victories and the defeats, that fold into 
High Voltage Women. 
 There are two archives that were absolutely essential to writing this book: the Seattle 
Municipal Archives and the Labor Archives of Washington (part of the University of 
Washington Libraries’ Special Collections). Their respective archivists, Anne Frantilla and 
Conor Casey, are keepers of our history. 
 Me? I work as a community historian, a novelist, an oral historian, and sometimes an 
editor. I call the histories I write community history because community is defined as “a 
group of people having common interests.” 
 I document what binds a particular community together during a particular time. 
 Which makes it my job to listen carefully to stories, and to tell stories carefully. Because 
stories help us to understand something about real people, in real time. To understand 
ourselves. 

The Power of Our Stories
Ellie Belew

The following comments were presented at the Seattle book launch of High Voltage Women, March 9, 
2019.

 I want to begin by 
offering deep gratitude to 
those who shared their 
stories with me.
 I also want to thank Red 
Letter Press, especially Helen 
Gilbert, for allowing me to 
do this work. I have never 
advocated more strongly for 

Angel Arrasmith, one of the original ETTs, at the Seattle book 
launch of High Voltage Women, March 9, 2019 (photo © Kerry 
Copeland)
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 In spring of 2016, Red Letter Press asked me to document the history of the ten women 
who went through Seattle City Light’s Electrical Trades Trainee (ETT) Program, the 
program itself, and the program’s designer and director, Clara Fraser.
 I had already done some research about this, and interviewed some of the women 
involved, as I worked on Bringing Power to the People, the book about IBEW Local #77. 
(IBEW stands for the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.)
 But as I gathered and organized information for this book, I came to appreciate more and 
more the sheer tenacity of these women—their desire and insistence throughout all their 
struggles, not just for equality but for equity.

Equity: the state, quality or ideal of being just, impartial, and fair.

 It is almost inconceivable, some 45 years after the ETT program, how unyielding these 
women were. The ETTs persevered, enduring an almost daily mix of harassment, slurs, 
innuendos, and sometimes illegal workplace practices, while they learned a multitude of 
difficult and unfamiliar skills. 

 I am not by nature a tabulator of dates, but one of the most shocking things to me in 
researching this book was how much happened in a very short time. In a little over two 
years–June, 1974 through July 1976–the ETTs were hired and fired, the ETT program was 
terminated, Clara Fraser was fired, the ETTs filed and won their discrimination claim, and 
many of the ETTs were back to work at City Light. It took another six years for Clara Fraser 
to win her case, and be reinstated.
 All of this forced the city of Seattle and its utility, City Light, toward real affirmative 
actions, leveraging specific changes neither Mayor Uhlman nor Mayor Royer actually 
supported, and which Seattle City Light Superintendent Vickery autocratically opposed. 
 Initially, IBEW Local #77’s leadership and many of its members (then virtually all male) 
were not ready to back the ETTs, nor the ETT program. Fraser’s labor acumen pulled the 
local in while the ETT program was being designed. And Local #77 did eventually step up to 
support the ETTs.
 Solidarity among the ten women ETTs has been sometimes overstated, and sometimes 
under-estimated. The ETTs rarely functioned as a totally unified group. They did all share 
the desire for a career as an electrical worker–a job that paid extremely well and that 
required craft expertise.
 Three ETTs (Bach, Cornish, and Durham) were members of both the Freedom Socialist 
Party and Radical Women when they were hired by City Light. They each became a worksite 
leader, inspired in part by Clara Fraser’s savvy determination and charismatic leadership. 
 All of the ETTs contributed by doing their job, day by day. When personal circumstances 
demanded, some left Seattle City Light.
 All of these women made history, forcing a greater degree of equity within City Light, the 
City of Seattle’s administration, and the community.
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 Two quotes seesaw in my mind and heart as I work on a community history.
 Howard Zinn, in describing why he postponed writing his People’s History of the United 
States, writes:

I knew that a historian was forced to choose, out of an infinite number of facts, 
what to present, [and] what to omit. And that decision inevitably would reflect, 
whether consciously or not, the interests of the historian. 

The other part of the seesaw is a quote by Albert Camus, in The First Man:
To begin with, poor people’s memory is less nourished than the rich....Of course 
there is the memory of the heart that they say is the surest kind, but the heart 
wears out with sorrow and labor, it forgets sooner under the weight of fatigue. 
Remembrance of things past is just for the rich. 
....in order to bear up well one must not remember too much, but rather stick close 
to the passing day, hour by hour....

 I mention all this because I have learned a lot about how to frame a story from the silence 
that occurs during many interviews, especially with working people. Because working 
people, “in order to bear up well” as Camus says, do not necessarily value their own stories. 
 Let me give an example from the text of High Voltage Women. Perhaps it will also help 
clarify what I mean by community history. This section of the book is part of the account of 
events during the early 1980s:

 There was one young lineworker in particular who supported equal 
opportunity, wanted to make City Light’s apprenticeship program more fair 
and objective, and was in a position to try to do so. George Hammer had 
also suffered significant injuries as a lineworker. He spent almost two years 
getting constructive surgery after a 1978 accident that caused severe injuries 
to his hands. He then had his own fight to regain a skilled job with City Light. 
Hammer eventually went into the Safety Department, and then became 
secretary to the apprenticeship committee.
 By 1981, Hammer had been assigned to come up with specific 
recommendations for City Light’s apprenticeship program. He knew from 
experience that lineworker climbing class was “a washout program. Simply 
a way to get rid of apprentices the journeymen instructors didn’t want or 
like.” So Hammer did copious research on training methods used elsewhere. 
He designed task lists, training schedules, objective evaluation criteria, 
objective training procedures, and unbiased testing procedures for lineworker 
apprentices at City Light.
 After about a year of work, he delivered his recommendations. 
“I developed this program and gave it to Earl Willey, a very senior supervisor. 
Gave it to him to see what he thought of it. He said it was not worth a pinch of 
raccoon shit.”
 One senior member of the apprenticeship committee, Ken Hunich, also 
made sure the budget that paid for Hammer’s time on this project was cut. 
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(Hunich had been a supervisor involved in implementing the original ETT program.)
Hammer went back to work in the field, but only after he took a six-hour customized 

physical test that included lowering a 180-pound dummy from a power pole. He passed 
despite his injuries and was then allowed to do streetlight work, and eventually linework.

It took years for City Light to adopt Hammer’s work on the apprenticeship program. He 
recalled:

It sat on the shelves someplace for years. And then the superintendent called me into his 
office and asked, “Is this copyrighted?”
I said, “No, I did it on company time.” So they took that and put Lenny Korslund’s name on it, 
and said we like this program, we’re going to start it. So they changed the author and then they 
liked it.”

 Let me say this about George Hammer, besides thank you, George. He kept his notes, and he kept
records of his work, so that I could see for myself the enormity of the research he did to find ways that 
worked to successfully train all sorts of people to become line workers. He held on to these records for 
decades. They are now in the Labor Archives at the 
University of Washington.

 I mentioned how much happened in a short period of
time, relative to the ETT program. But a related morass of 
politics, personalities, and power, including legal challenges 
stretched over decades. And the legacy of institutional 
racism and sexism, the lack of equity within Seattle City 
Light, the City of Seattle, and yes, within IBEW #77 still 
exists. 

 Finally, let me be explicit about why I document
community histories. Echoing what James Baldwin wrote a 
half-century before, Ta-Nehisi Coates states, in “The Case 
for Reparations” 

....We must imagine a new country. Reparations, 
by which I mean the full acceptance of our 
collective biography and its consequences–is 
the price we must pay to see ourselves squarely. 
What I am talking about is more than recompense for past injustices–more than a handout, a 
payoff, hush money, or a reluctant bribe. What I am talking about is a national reckoning that 
would lead to spiritual renewal.

This is the power of our stories, our collective biography.

******

Jerry Lawson, retired Seattle City Light 
journey-level lineworker, at the Seattle book 
launch of High Voltage Women, March 9, 
2019 (photo © Kerry Copeland)
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